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INTRODUCTION
.
A filter is a network designed to pass certain bands of
frequencies with low attenuation and cause very high attenuation
to unv;anted frequencies. In classical network theory, filters
are classified in accordance with their frequency characteristics
as follows: lov/-pass filters, high-pass filters, band-pass
filters, band- elimination filters and all-pass filters. V/hen a
low-pass filter and a high-pass filter are cascaded, the result
is a band-pass filter, provided cut-off frequency of the low-pass
filter
"c' ^^ greater than that of the high-pass filter cUq. But
in case w^'^Wq, the result is a no-pass filter. Since the
cascaded network in the above case attenuates highly signals qf
all frequencies, the combination is called a no-pass filter.
In this report characteristic impedance degradation has been
used to physically realize the no-pass filter. The character-
istic Impedance degradation is achieved by left and right termi-
nating a low-pass filter with high-pass half-end- sections. This
method is antithetical to Zobel's half-end- sections method of
characteristic Impedance improvement but emphasizes mismatching.
The Interactance of a filter is defined as the ratio of the
power dissipated in the source resistance with the filter in
circuit to the power which would be dissipated when a- pure
resistor equal to the source resistance replaces the filter in
the circuit. '_
; :
.
ZCBEL'S CtlARACTERISTIC IMPEDAl^ICE II4PR0VEMENT METHOD
0. J. Zobel (5) removed a shortcoming of constant- K filter
design as regards characteristic impedance variation in the pass-
band. He Improved it by addition of one section of a different
type on each end of a filter. These added half- sections are
ra-derived half sections; and the related constant-K section is
called prototype. This characteristic impedance improvement
method was based upon the assumption that the filter involved
v;as terminated in characteristic Impedance. The characteristic
impedance of the composite netv^ork (see Fig. 4) consisting of
prototype P of Fig, 1 and Zobel 's m-derived half-sections N and
N' of Fig. 3 is found as follows by the use of Cayley's notation
(for Cayley's notation see Appendix).
Given: (see Fig. 4)
P(^) = ? (1)
M(^) = ? , - (2)
M(f) = IJN'(^) ' '
'
(3)
N(X) = f
. ,
'
'
(4)
K'(i') = i^ (5)
where "^ is the characteristic in^edance of network P in Fig. 1
and X is the characteristic impedance of the composite netv/ork
in Fig. 4.
The characteristic ln^sedance of the composite network N'PN
(see Fig. 4) is found below in equation (6).
N'PN(K) = N'P(f) = N' (f) = K (6)
In case P is a unit low-pass section (see Fig. 5)» its
Fis. 1. Prototype P constant-K filter section.
M N N'
Fig. 2. m-derived section
of P in Fig. 1.
Fig. 3. M in Fig. 2 split
into two symmetrical
halves.
N' N
Fig. 4. Composite network, consisting of P in Fig. 1 and
its m-derived end- sections in Fig. 3.
m^derived section is found to be as in Fig. 6. The m-derived
section is split into tv;o halves as N and N' (see Fig. 7) and
the composite network is shovna in Fig. 8. The characteristic
impedance of the network K'PN (see ^'ig. 8) is found below.
From equation (6)
N'PN(K) =
v;here S =
K = N'(f)
Vl . s2 .
Therefore
1 d 1
K =
ms 1
1 + (l-m2)s2
ms
in
ms
ms
s^ t 1
1 + (l-m2)s2 l+(l-m^)s^
(i)
With Cayley's notation, equation (8) can be written as
K = f + ms
ms f + s^ -f 1
1 + (l-m2)3^ 1 + (l-m2)s2
Substituting the value of :J , equation (9) yields,
K = 1 ^ (l-m^)si
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
s = jw
The curves of | A | versus angular frequency oJ for different
values of m in the range <:::;;m<l, have been plotted in stand-
ard netv/ork textbooks. It is noted that the characteristic imped-
ance Is closest to one when m = 0,6 and is nearly constant over
a large part of the transmission.
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Fls. 5. Unit low-pass section P,
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Fig. 6. m-derived of low-pass Fig. 7. m-derived section in
section in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 split into
two symmetric halves.
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Fig. 8. Composite section consisting of low-pass section
in Fig. 5 and its m-derived end sections in Fig. 7.
CRARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE DEGRADATION
No-pass filters can be realized in the Zobel manner except
that ra-derivatlon is replaced by low- to high-pass transforma-
tion. The above transformation is accomplished by changing s to
l/s in the low-pass network of Fig. 5. The resulting netv/ork's
characteristic impedance is reactive in the frej^uency range of
the lovj-pass network.
The degradation is now demonstrated. From Fig. 5
''^Lo = v^sc ^moc ^ ^'
= Vl 4- s2 s = ju) (12)
Evaluating pLo| tiy substituting s = Jt'i the following result
is obtained
I^Lol =Vl-^2 (13)
Similarly from Fig. 9
^m =VZinsc ^oc -:' ^1^^
= Vl + l/s^ s = ju) (15)
Evaluating I^Hil ^y substituting s s Jw the following result
is obtained
(^Hi| = Vl - 1/^2 (16)
Figure 10 is drawn from equations (I3) and (16), and from that
it is observed that
:Jlo| is resistive for O-^'^^-Cl, |'^Hi| is reactive for 0<6J <i
Resistive
Reactive
- 1 1
a.
\
,
-"
"^ s
1 ^ /
Fig 9. Network obtained after low- to high-pass
^
'
' transformation on network in Fig. 5.
1
o) in radians per second
Low-pass
High-pass
Fife 10 Behavior of characteristic impedance in case of
low- and high-pass networks (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 9
respectively) in all regions.
1
s /yr\
8
2s
1
8
Fig. 11. Composite network consisting of xmit low-pass P
with half- sections of network in Fig. 9 on ends,
8-?Tn is reactive for 1<^<«>, \i r.A is resistive for l<^<oo.Hi I
So when two half- sections of Fig. 9 are cascaded with low-pass
filter prototype of Fig. 5 as shovm in Fig. 11, the stated mis-
matched impedance situation occurs, and characteristic impedance
degradation is achieved. But in the network of Fig. 11 the
problem of series resonance occurs. In order to avoid short-
circuit due to series resonance, another general resistive
network (see Fig. 12) having the characteristic impedance ^p^
is introduced. In this case f^ is taken as one ohm for simplic-
ity, since
^lq is approximately equal to one ohm. Different
values can be given to n, the value n = 3 Is arbitrarily selected.
Since as n is increased further the resistance -of the shxait arm
goes on decreasing tending to short-circuit condition, while
the resistance of the series arm keeps on increasing. So with
:ffi = 1 and n = 5. the network of Fig. 12 becomes that In Fig. 13.
The network of Fig. 13 is also split as before and is cas-
caded with network of Fig. 11, and the res\;ilting network Is ter-
minated on both sides with one ohm (see Fig. 14). The network
of Fig. 14 attenuates highly signals of both low and high fre-
quencies and is the required no-pass filter.
VOLTAGE TRANSFER FUNCTION OF NO-PASS FILTER
In order to find the voltage transfer function of the no-
pass filter (see Fig. 14) , the transfer matrix of the above
network is found. Since the network in Fig. 14 Is symmetric, .
only the transfer matrix of the left-half of the network (see
Fig. 15) need be found and is obtained as follows.
n+1 ^
-aaaa
n+1 ^
2n
n^-l
R
Fig. 12. A general four terminal resistive network
having characteristic impedance f^.
2
-vw-
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2
4
Fig. 13. Network of Fig. 12 when n=3 an<i
^r Is taken as 1.
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Fig. 14. Ketviork for the realization for the no-pass filter,
such that cut-off frequency of both low-pass and
high-pass filter is one radian per second.
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Fig. 15. Left half- section of the symmetric network in Fig. 14.
^^k: -
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11
The half filter's transfer matrix is
where
I =
4 + I8s • 25s2 * 21s^ + lOs^
6s^
^
-
8 -f 15s + 21s^ -.- lOs^
63-^
y
4 + 14s + lls^ * 14s^ + 4s^
h =
6b2
8 + 7s + 14s^ 4s^
7?
The transfer matrix of the vrhole filter is
Y S
S P>
2^6 XS^/3y
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
The transfer function of the no-pass filter (see Fig. 14) is
40.5s
2XA 0.889 + 5.6667s + 15.389s^ +; 26.694s^
+ 30.556s^ + 23.36ls^ + 11.667s^ -*- 2.777s'^
(24)
s = JtJ
An IBM 1620 was used to find the data for the spectrum
of the above voltage transfer function, when o) varied from 0.01
to 100 radians per second. The spectrum of the voltage transfer
function (in decibels) versus ^ (in radians per second) is •
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plotted on a semi-log paper (see Fig. 16). The spectrum rises
uniformly to a higher value near cut-off frequency (one radian
per second) of both low- and high-pass filter, and then again
decreases uniformly as the frequency increases. In other words
the attenuation on both sides of the cut-off frequency is higher
than at the cut-off. The phase angle dependence of this trans-
fer function on frequency is plotted in Fig. 17.
IMPROVEiyiENT OF NO-PASS FILTER
To improve the response of the voltage transfer function
of the no-pass filter in equation (24) , the cut-off frequency
of the low-pass filter used in Fig, 14 is reduced to 1-A radian
per second and correspondingly the cut-off frequency of the
high-pass in Fig. 14 is raised to l/(l-A) radians per second.
?^s 0.5 is chosen arbitrarily. In order to realize that (see
Fig. 14) , in low-pass section transformation s = 2s,
1-A
and in high-pass section transformation s
—
>-(1-A)b = s/2 are
done. The resulting network is shown in Fig, 18, The transfer
matrix of the new netv/ork in Fig. 18 is
v^here
A -
A B D B
C D_ C A
AL-* BC 2AB
'
2CD AD •^BC
8 42s H- 59s2 ^ 52.s5 + 20s^
33'
(25)
(26)
15
1
—
A^A-
2 1 i
s 2 2s 2s 2
3
2
2
s 1
aa^—
.
2^
4s
3
2
B
2
Fig. 18. Network for the realization of improved no-pass
filter, such that cut-off frequency of low-pass
filter is 1/2 radian per second and cut-off of
high-pass filter is 2 radians per second.
*••*.
16
B =
C =
D -
16 + 27s + 25. 58^ + lOa^
3s2
8 + 38s + 40s^ + 32s^ + 88^
16 -.• 19s +
3s
I6s2 + 4s5
3s^
The voltage transfer function takes the form
1 0.5s^
2AB 14.222 + 98.667s + 253.56s2 395..56s5
402. 39s^ + 270.06s5 + 113.333^ + 22.2223'''
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
s = j^
Data for the spectrim was found as before. The plot of the
voltage transfer function versus angular frequency (see Fig. 19)
shov;s that attenuation is higher than in the previous case
for all frequencies. The phase angle dependence of this
transfer function on angular frequency is presented in Fig. 20.
DEFINITION OF INTERACTANCE
In order to compare the power available at the input ter-
minals of a filter with that which would be available if net-
work v;ere purely resistive, the concept "interactance" has
been introduced by Fritzemeyer (1). Interactance is defined by
A = (31)
where A is the interactance of the filter; P^. is the power
dissipated in the source resistance when the filter is connected,
and Pj, is the power dissipated in the source resistance when a
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pure resistor equal to the source resistance replaces the filter
in the circuit. In other words, the interactance of a filter is
defined as the povrer dissipated in the source resistance to the
power which would be dissipated if the maximum power v/ere trans-
ferred to the filter. These powers, P^. and Pj,, are measured
with an additional voltage in the filter path (see Fig. 21),
such that when the filter is replaced by a pure resistance the
voltage across the source resistance is equal to the source
voltage. Figure 22 shows the filter replaced by one ohm (which
is pseudo- characteristic impedance of the filter) resistor.
Using Millman's theorem, the voltage eor iJ^ ^^S- 22 is
^^^
_
1(e) . l(-e)
_^ (32J
1 + 1 .
Therefore, the voltage across the source resistance is
ej, = e - Bq^ r e (33)
vfhere e is the source voltage. The power Pj., dissipated in
the source resistance \mder these conditions is (assuming e
is a peak value) 2
Pr = — -LiL (34)
2 R
If R is one ohm, the equation reduces to
. Pr = — |e 1^ . (35)
2
Calculation of Pf fpllov/s a similar procedure except one
ohm resistor is replaced by the input impedance of the filter
as in figure 21.
20
Source
Fig. 21. Circuit for measurement of the
interactance of a filter.
Source
E=l
z,=i
jWV\
eor
Fig. 22. Circuit for measurement of the interactance
with filter replaced by one ohm resistor.
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1((3) + 1 (-e)
Zl
h
1 +
(e) f
1
Zl
(-e)
H* 1
.^f = .: (36)
(37)
The voltage across the source resistance for this case la
ep = e - Gof (38)
Substituting equation (37) into equation (38) yields
2(e)
^r =
Z^ + 1
(39)
So the power Pf.in this case is
21 .2
Pf = -
I
e
2 Z-j_ + 1
(40)
Substituting equations (35) and (40) in equation (31), the
interactance of a filter is found to be
.2
A = (41)
Zi + 1
From equation (41), it is observed that interactance of a
filter lies betv/een zero and four for any input impedance of"
the filter and for all frequencies.
INTEPIACTANCE OF NO-PASS FILTER WITH <*>c ' = ^r.
In order to find the interactance of the no-pass filter
(see Fig. 14), input impedance Zj^ of the filter is first found.
An extra series one ohm negative resistance is connected in the
no-pass filter network of Fig. 14, as illustrated in Fig. 23.
Input is related with output (see Fig. 23) by the expression
22
-1 1
1
s
AAA-^^^^^
2
2
1_
2s
.>^Y^^^-AAA
Fig. 23. Network of Fig. 14 with one ohm negative resistance
attached on the input end for calculating the input
impedance of the no-pass filter in Fig. 14.
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El 1 -1
1 2iY ^y+jci l2
(42)
2;:)3 - {^Y ^jiS )]
do)
(43)
Equation (43) can be written as
2^:3 - (/sr *j:s )
Zi =
2^A
Zi * 1 =
- 1
(44)
(45)
(46)
Substituting the value of (Zi + 1) from equation (46), equation
(41) yields 2
A =
j:^
(47)
Substituting the values of the parameters found in equations
(19), (20), (21) and (22) in equation (4?) yields
2
A.
1.7778 + 9.5556s + 21.222s2 + 33.9443^
+ 35.056s^ f 25.778s^ + 12.444s^ + 2.22223'^
0.88889 + 5.6667s + 15.3893^ + 26.6943^
+ 50.556s'^ + 23.36ls5 + ll.667s^ + 2.7778s'7
(48)
s = jw
By using an IBM 1620, data for the graph between interactance
and angular frequency is obtained; the graph is plotted on
log-log paper as shovm in Fig. 24. It is noted that inter-
actance is almost maxiravun and constant at very low frequencies,
24
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but near cut-off frequency (one radian per second) of both
related low-pass filter and high-pass filter there is a sudden
variation. After the cut-off frequency it again becomes almost
constant and has low value for all higher frequencies. This
nonconformity to a single constant value indicates success for
the characteristic impedance degradation program.
IxITERACTANCE OF NO-PASS FILTER WITH ^c'<^^0
In this case when the cut-off frequency of the low-pass
filter (see Fig. 18) is reduced to 1-A, i.e., 0.5 radian per
second and the cut-off frequency of the high-pass filter is
raised to l/(l-A) i.e., 2 radians per second, the new interactance
f\mction becomes (see Fig. 18)
A . BC + AD
AB
(49)
Substituting the values of A, B, C and D from equations (26),
(27), (28) and (29) respectively
A -.
o ^2
28.444 * 183.11s + 415. 56s^ + 586. 88s^
+ 532. 56s^ -f 3l8.22s5 + 116. 44s^ + 17.778s'<'
14.222 + 98.667s + 253. 568^ + 395.56s5
+ 402. 39s'^ + 270.06s5 ^ 113. 33s^ + 22.222s''^
(50)
s = JU)
By using an IBM 1620, data for interactance plot is found, and
the curve of Fig. 25 is obtained. It is noted that the transi-
tion near the cut-off is gradual and for other frequencies the
interactance has desirable two constant behavior indicative of
characteristic impedance degradation.
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SUm4ARY
By definition a no-pass filter is obtained vfhen a lov;-pass
filter having the cut-off frequency t^c ' ^'^^ ^ high-pass filter
having the cut-off frequency oi^ are cascaded provided ^q'^oj^.
Previous work of Zobel on characteristic impedance improve-
Eent of a filter is reviewed in this report. He removed the
shortcoming of constant-K filter design as regards characteristic
impedance variation in the pass band.
Antithetical to Zobel 's m-derivation method for characteris-
tic impedance Improvement, characteristic impedance degradation
is accomplished by low- to high-pass transformation by empha-
sizing mismatching, and, as a consequence, the no-pass filter
is realized. Frequency response of the transfer fimction of
no-pass filter has been improved by lowering the cut-off fre-
quency of its low-pass section, and correspondingly raising the
cut-off frequency of the high-pass section. The plots of phase
angle (in degrees) versus angular frequency (in radians per
second) in both cases of transfer functions have also been pre-
sented.
The interactance of a filter is defined as the ratio of
pov;er dissipated in the source resistance with the filter in
circuit to the power which v/ould be dissipated if maximum power
transfer conditions exist in the network. The plots of inter-
actance of the no-pass filters versus angular frequency clearly
show that the interactance does not conform to a single constant
value indicating the desired characteristic impedance degradation.
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ca:i:le:y's notation
Cayley's notation for the bilinear transformation is demon-
strated. Figures 26 and 27 show two four terminal networks.
They are interconnected by cascade connection, as illustrated in
Fig. 28. in Fig. 26 input- output relations are expressible in
terms of network transfer coefficients a, b, c, d by the
relations ' ' " ' ",'*' ' ' ,-"'-;'
El = aFIg + ^^2 ' ^^-^^
II = cEg + dig (52)
The impedance looking into the network at the left is given by
the ratio .
7 ^1
aEg -- bl2 (t53)
II cEg dig
The impedance Zg = . ^ (54)
1 l2
Equation (53) can be written as '
Zn - .
aZg + b .
. (^^^
1 -
cZo + d
3y Cayley's notation equation (56) can be written as
"a b
Zl =
c • d
(Z2)
Similarly in the oth3r netwoi'k in Fig. 27
32
Zp -Eo
i
Fig. 26. General four terminal netv;ork having a, b, o, d
as its transfer coefficients.
t
I
Fig. 27. General four terminal network having a , b , c , d
as its transfer coefficients.
'3
^
^3
1
Fig. 28. Netv^orks in figures 26 and 27
are connected in cascade.
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Z2 =
a'Z^ + b'
c'Z, + d'
(57)
and by Cayley's notation equation (5?) can be written as
Zo =
b'
(Z,)
c' d'
Substituting equation (5?) in equation (55) yields
Zi ^1 =
a'Z3 + b'
-f b
c'Z^ + d'
c
a'Z-j + b'
+ d
c'Z, d'
(aa' -t. bc')Z3 + (ab' + bd')
(a'c + c'd)Z5 + (b'c dd' )
By Cayley's notation equation (60) can be written as
Zl =
(aa' -e be')
(a'c + c'd)
(ab' + bd')
(b'c * dd')
(Z,)
(58)
(59)
(60)
(61)
In the cascaded network (see Fig. 28) equation (61 ) is also
obtained as a matrix product if equation (58) is substituted
in equation (56).
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In classical network theory filters are classified as low-
pass filters, high-pass filters, band-pass filters, band-
elimination filters and all-pass filters. V.Tien a low-pass filter
and a high-pass filter are cascaded, the result is a band-pass
filter provided cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter to^ ' is
greater than that of the high-pass filter w^. But in case
coq'^cOq, the result is a no-pass filter. '
Previous work of Zobel on characteristic' impedance improve-
ment of a filter has been reviewed. ^Antithetical to Zobel 's
m-derivation method for characteristic impedance improvement,
characteristic impedance degradation is accomplished by lov/- to
high-pass transformation by emphasizing mismatching, and, as a
consequence, a no-pass filter is realized. Frequency response
of the transfer function of the no-pass filter has been improved
by lowering the cut-off frequency of the low-pass section, and
correspondingly raising the cut-off frequency of the high-pass
section. The phase angle dependence of the transfer functions
on frequency has been presented.
The interactance of a filter is defined as the ratio of the
power dissipated in the source resistance with the filter in
circuit to the power which v;ould be dissipated if the maximum
power transfer conditions exist in the network. The plots of
interactance of the no-pass filters versus angular frequency
shov; that the interactance does not conform to a single constant
value, v/hlch indicates the success for the characteristic imped-
ance degradation program.
